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Kanagawa Renna

Kanagawa Renna is a player character played by Valona Longweave.

Kanagawa Renna

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 - Sprite
Gender: Female

Date of Birth: YE 42
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: 01D Newly Created Soldier

Rank: Yontô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center
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Physical Description

Height: 170cm (5’ 6”)
Weight: 50kg (110lbs)
Eye Color: Orange
Skin Color: Pale
Hair Color and Style: White, style pictured
Lip Color: Pink
Ear Style: Human
Other: Wears glasses (for style, more than anything)
Build: Renna is tall and quite top-heavy, with a large, E cup bust, and full shoulders. She also has
thighs, legs, hips, and buttocks that are quite ample, giving her an attractive, and feminine, form.

Personality

Primal Zodiac Personality Reference/Base: Otter

Although she has only just come into the world, and as such, hasn’t had much time to develop much of a
personality, she has already been found to be quite social. Along with this, she is quite intelligent, and
has shown to much prefer the pursuit of knowledge, as opposed to fighting. She has also been found to
take good care of her looks, always finding time to care for her body. However, she has also shown a
liking to being in command and control, however has shown to obey orders, only being so to people of
the same or similar rank to her, and only some of the time.

History

The start of Kanagawa Renna’s life was in YE 42, when she was created by the MEGAMI of the YSS
Kanagawa (Plot), along with kohara_chasianna, whom she considers her “ship sister”. They were both
created to support the existing crew, to later fill in missing roles on the ship. To prepare for this, Renna
has, over time, taken up various roles on the ship, as part of her training before her first, real mission,
her career starting off in a dramatic way, as the ship’s Continuum Distortion Drives would act strangely…

Skills Learned

Kanagawa Renna has the Star Army Common Skills and the Neko Abilities, along with:

Technology Operation - Despite the short time of life Renna has had, she has quickly shown skill
and ability with computers, much like the MEGAMI of which brought her and her 'ship sister' into
being, and is eager to learn more.
Medical and Science - Along with computer sciences, Renna has shown much interest in science
in general, eager to learn all the sciences have to offer her.
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Social Connections

Kanagawa Renna is connected to:

The MEGAMI of the YSS Kanagawa - 'Mother'
kohara_chasianna - 'Sister'
The Crew of The YSS Kanagawa (Plot)

Inventory & Finance

Kanagawa Renna currently has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Datapad, Type 33
EM-J5-1a - FARS SAOY

Kanagawa Renna currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

Reference image was made using this creator, made by LANE: https://picrew.me/image_maker/98358.
The page is partially Japanese, but using something such as Google Chrome you can auto translate the
page. In the little info section, it says this (because of Google translate, this isn’t fluently translated. This
has been edited for ease of reading): “Use free icon. DO NOT use this for commercial use, tracing, creator
name change, or secondary processing. Created by LANE” Their Twitter is:
https://twitter.com/S_LANE_2-instargram and their Instagram is: https://www.instagram.com/s_lane_2

This article was created on 2020/03/23 19:14 using the namespace template.

In the case valona_longweave becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES, by Immortal Cyan, unless
otherwise stated. NO by others.

Character Data
Character Name Kanagawa Renna
Character Owner Valona Longweave
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Yontô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Soldier
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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